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WEEKLY MESSAGE, TRANSMITTED BY THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY TO SISTER LUCÍA

Little children of the whole world:

I want, week after week, to begin a new cycle in your hearts because we are no longer in normal
times and your hearts must mature more quickly. I want to see all of My little children together with
Me, with the Most Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph and with the Sacred Heart of the Child Jesus, so
that this archetype may expand itself throughout the world and each of your hearts may become part
of this Holy Family, as favorite children of My Heart.

Today I want that you may understand the miracle of prayer in your lives so that when carrying out
the sacred act of praying, your beings will know what they are doing. For this I bring you the
attributes of a true and merciful prayer so that you may be able to meditate and to exercise the daily
prayer with more consciousness.

A sincere prayer, empty of expectations attracts the Spirit of God not only to your beings, but to the
whole world.

A prayer for the nations cleans the heart of the consciousnesses, relieves the united heart of a people
and frees from hell the souls that suffer between life and death.

The prayer made in honor of the Marian Centers allows each Sanctuary to keep itself as a true
temple of My Presence, where My Heart pulses day and night receiving the souls that from there
come close to them.

Prayer with devotion, realized so that the Most Beloved Saint Joseph may accomplish the Mission
that was given to Him by God, allows that many souls that do not know the Sacred that exists in
Heaven to come closer to this Gift. Because the Heart of Saint Joseph is the one that will teach you
Reverence and Fidelity towards the Heart of God.

The reparative prayer to relieve the Heart of Jesus allows that the pain of many souls may be
liberated in the Heart of Christ; it allows that those who are today in the darkness find Forgiveness
and Mercy.

A prayer in offer to the Holy Spirit, a call to this Holy Spirit, will allow that the souls from this
world continue receiving Graces in the time of Justice that will prolong the time of Mercy and to
live in Peace in times of probation.

A prayer that is born from the heart with the simple purpose of Loving God, will bring purity to
your hearts and will keep, for many, a place at My side in Paradise.

For this, pray My children, and trust in My words so that My promises may become Life in your
beings.

I thank you.

Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity and Lady of all Graces.


